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Figure 1: A group of ASAP (1, 3, 5) and GRETA (2, 4) agents in the same Unity environment. A user can participate in a multiparty group conversation by selecting a response from the menu on the right (in the same interface or on a separate device).

ABSTRACT
The development of applications with intelligent virtual agents (IVA) often comes with integration of multiple complex components. In this article we present the Agents United Platform: an open source platform that researchers and developers can use as a starting point to setup their own multi-IVA applications.

The new platform provides developers with a set of integrated components in a sense-remember-think-act architecture. Integrated components are a sensor framework, memory component, Topic Selection Engine, interaction manager (Flipper), two dialogue execution engines, and two behaviour realisers (ASAP and GRETA) of which the agents can seamlessly interact with each other.

This article discusses the platform and its individual components. It also highlights some of the novelties that arise from the integration of components and elaborates on directions for future work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Developing intelligent virtual agent (IVA) systems can require complex integration of many state-of-the-art technical components, especially when developing for long-term social interactions with multiple virtual agents. This article presents the Agents United Platform1, a novel open source platform that provides researchers and developers with an integrated setup for the creation of long-term multi-IVA applications.

The platform was the result of technical development during the Council of Coaches project [19]. In this project, a health coaching application was built that offers coaching by a group of virtual agents. Users could engage in multi-party group discussions with these agents, receiving advice and information on various aspects of healthy living (also see Figure 1). Each agent in this council had their own personality, backstory, and expertise (e.g., physical activity or nutrition). Throughout this paper, we will provide examples in the context of this health coaching use case to illustrate the discussed concepts and technical explanations2. The application was built on a number of state-of-the-art components from the field of intelligent virtual humans and dialog systems and turned into a versatile, reusable and standalone platform. To support and coordinate the activities with respect to the platform, such as maintenance, future development, community building and documentation, the Agents United Alliance has been formed.

This paper presents the platform. We begin this article with an overview of its global architecture, followed by a discussion of its components and the advances made on individual components. Next, we discuss contributions through the integration of components, and conclude with expected future developments and directions for the platform.

2 THE AGENTS UNITED ARCHITECTURE
The architecture for the Agents United Platform follows the well-known sense, remember, think and act paradigm (see Figure 2) for intelligent systems that has been used for decades. The sense layer contains sensing and interpretation of human behaviour and health related parameters, the outcomes of which is stored in a central Shared Knowledge Base (the remember layer). The think layer contains the interaction management, such as management of coaching topics, content, and the social dialogue used to deliver the content. The act layer contains the virtual embodiment of the agents as well as the user GUI (for presenting response options to the user and for presentation of additional information) and the Wizard of Oz GUI (for presenting the controls with which the Wizard can select specific agent moves in experiments). As indicated in Figure 2, components in the architecture are or can be distributed over various types of devices. Communication with components on servers is performed through RESTful interaction, while communication between components on the experimenter’s device communicate over an ActiveMQ middleware layer3.

While individual components are presented in detail in their respective publications, the following subsections provide a summary of each component, and its novelty and role in the platform.

2.1 Holistic Behaviour Analysis Framework (HBAF): From Sensing to Interpreting Users’ Behaviour
A virtual agent system should take users’ personal situation into account during interactions, for example, by using sensor data collected in the users’ daily life. For a coaching application as developed in the Council of Coaches project, a valuable starting point for the conversations is the users’ behaviour. Ideally, for a health coaching application an holistic profile would be available. That is, a broad picture of the user as a whole, that includes behavioural aspects on multiple domains. In our use case, domains for which behaviours were measured included physical activity and social interaction. This information was gathered using a smartphone, wearable, a weight scale and a blood pressure measuring device.

The Holistic Behaviour Analysis Framework (HBAF) focuses on sensing and profiling user’s context by combining smart multi-modal sensing technologies in order to model users2 behaviour in a comprehensive way [11]. More specifically, the framework serves as the principal generator of knowledge on a user’s behaviour over different periods of time through modelling, inferring and combining human behaviour in a holistic way, including physical, social, emotional and cognitive domains [12].

The HBAF deals with heterogeneous data from multi-modal devices, such as smartphones, activity trackers and UniversAAL-enabled devices [31] – a standard that was originally co-developed by one of the Alliance partners and previously applied by them as input paradigm in healthy living scenarios [20]. In the COUCH demonstrator, UniversAAL connects a weight scale and a blood pressure measuring device, but it also supports a variety of smart home devices. This data is securely gathered, after which selected views and summaries are generated. Only this ‘derived content’ is accessible for the rest of the platform, ensuring that users’ sensitive data are exclusively stored in the HBAF. The HBAF detects the user’s physical (e.g., walking), social (e.g., having a conversation), emotional (e.g., feeling happy), and cognitive (e.g., reading a book) behaviours. These classes of information have been selected for their potential to ground opportunities for behaviour change through coaching conversations, although the HBAF’s architecture is not necessarily limited to those classes. Furthermore, behavioural data is analysed at different time scales, affording the detection of short-term behaviours (e.g., sitting on a chair), long-term behaviours (e.g., being sedentary) and changes in these behaviours over time.

1Agents United Platform: www.agents-united.org
2A video showing the use case and interaction can be found at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOOEs1OWLkM
3ActiveMQ: https://activemq.apache.org/
and used during execution of a dialogue (e.g., which paths through the current dialogue have been completed). Variables in the last case will be overwritten when the dialogue is held again, whereas other data is retained longer term; also some variables are stored as histories or time series data whereas for other variables only the most recent value is retained.

Other examples of such a database exist, there are many more agent applications with some kind of memory storage (e.g., [9, 25]), but together with the middleware communication protocols employed between components in the Agents United Platform, the SKB is crucial for a fluent information flow between system components, which can be facilitated by a consistent naming scheme.

### 2.3 The Topic Selection Engine

The Topic Selection Engine (TSE) decides which topic is the subject of the conversation that is to be started, which allows for tailoring the conversational (coaching) strategy and content on a high level (following [1]). This way, the TSE ensures that the agents will discuss a relevant topic with the user. For example, in our use case, the coaches will introduce themselves to the user before they move on to coaching topics such as setting a new physical activity goal.

The engine uses topic trees (one for each conversational agent) that embody a taxonomy of the conversational topics. In our use case, each agent is the expert on one coaching domain (e.g., physical activity or nutrition) and the TSE tree for an agent includes topics that can be subject of a coaching dialogue for that agent’s domain (e.g., introduction, goal-setting, or provide information). Topics in the tree may be more or less relevant during the interaction, based on available information such as users’ current status (e.g., from sensor data), interaction history (e.g., previously addressed topics and conversation outcomes), and preferred coaching strategy (e.g., from the set of strategies in [2]). Examples of rules to compute the relevance of a topic are conversational (e.g., ‘start with an introduction’) or task related (e.g., ‘discuss goal-setting’ when no goal has been set yet or ‘increase relevance for inform topics’ when the strategy of the agent is health education). Selection of the most relevant topic uses the weighted average of selection parameters that are added to each topic. These parameters represent partially predetermined information (‘how relevant is discussion of the topic’) and their values are adapted dynamically based on available information (all retrieved from the SKB).

Upon request by the interaction manager (see Section 2.4) the TSE selects the most salient topic from the tree (as shown in Figure 3). It returns a topic message which contains an indication of the general topic (e.g., ‘goal-setting’), information about the speakers involved and parameters specifying content (e.g., ‘a preferred goal would be about a new daily step count target’). This information is used by other modules in the think layer to generate actual dialogue.

This TSE is one of the first mechanisms that allows automated multi-topic coaching, where the advice and delivery can be made dynamic, personalised, and sensor based, which are particularly relevant aspects for our use case of health coaching. State-of-the-art work [3, 5, 26] tends either to focus on how to present coaching dialogues (with a set order of topics), or to be more about the notification-style delivery of pre-defined coaching content (through text messages or smartphone notifications) [8, 18].

---

[The Web Service is part of the WOOL Dialogue Platform, www.woolplatform.eu]
The Interaction Manager is the conversationally-aware glue between various components, providing the ‘beat’ to which the other components in the think layer run. The Interaction Manager has been built using the Flipper system [32, 33], an information state based conversation engine that choreographs other modules involved in producing the conversation. Addressing a single topic can involve a complex dialogue of moves, and a single ‘move’ utterance might require multiple social conversational moves (including turn-taking and back-channeling), to be delivered properly. Flipper is used to orchestrate this process and, while doing so, keeps track of when moves have been delivered, whether they were interrupted, or not performed. In our use case, for example, when setting a physical activity goal, we want to know when certain coaching information is delivered and when the user has agreed on a certain goal (e.g. ‘7,500 steps’). This process of negotiating a suitable goal requires choreographed conversational moves between an activity coach and a social coach. The latter may respond to the activity coach with statements such as “Group activities are a great way to motivate you to reach your physical activity goal.”

As interaction manager, Flipper communicates with most other modules as illustrated in Figure 2: Flipper (1) requests, from the TSE, new topics to be addressed; (2) controls the dialogue engine to successively determine possible next conversational moves and generate corresponding multi-modal utterances using information from the SKB; (3) requests the SAIBA behaviour realisers to produce selected utterances on the multi-agent embodiments; (4) receives user responses via the GUI, which it communicates back to the dialogue engine. This process allows for a separate definition of structural (dialogue) content and social conversation turn-taking management, which is a novelty of the integrated platform on which we will elaborate in Section 3.1.

2.5 WOOL & DAF: Dialogue Modelling and Execution Engines

The Agents United Platform features two variants of dialogue execution engines: WOOL, which models dialogues as plain transition graphs, and the state-of-the-art Dialogue and Argumentation Framework (DAF), which models dialogues as structured argumentation. In our use case, scripted linear dialogues (such as introductions or casual conversations) were modelled with WOOL, whereas dynamic dialogues (such as setting and reflecting on an activity goal) made use of argumentation and reasoning offered by the DAF.

The engines model the structure of dialogues that cover a topic (as selected by the TSE); and for every step in the dialogue they generate an appropriate description of a next utterance that one of the agents can deliver and a set of possible responses for the user. Determination of a next dialogue step and the content of utterances may be influenced by information in the SKB. A dialogue progresses to a next utterance whenever the interaction manager requests the next dialogue step (e.g., because it received a user response). The execution engines can also return instructions to the interaction manager to store information in the SKB upon completion of a specific move (e.g., ‘this dialogue has been completed’ or ‘such-and-such goal has been set’).

An overall novelty of these integrated execution engines is that their dialogues are implicitly modelled as being part of a larger topic structure that is navigated by the TSE, and the interaction manager can switch between dialogues (and engines) during the overall conversation.

2.5.1 WOOL: Labelled transition graphs as dialogue content. WOOL is built as an adaptation of the Yarn language6 and models dialogues as transition graphs that link agent statements and user replies. This dialogue engine and language provide a lightweight way to, for example, include an initial version of dialogues for testing, or to include single use dialogues (such as the scripted first introductions in our use case). The editor supports the dialogue development process through an intuitive GUI for authoring and testing dialogues. Once a dialogue has been started with the user, the user’s response to a statement by an agent determines what the next agent-statement should be. This process is repeated until the end of the dialogue has been reached.

2.5.2 Dialogue and Argumentation Framework: Argument driven dialogues. The Dialogue and Argumentation Framework (DAF) (an implementation of the Platform of Argument and Dialogue [30]) has been built on top of the Dialogue Game Execution Platform (DGEP) [4] and the Dialogue Utterance Generator (DUG) [27]. DGEP is used to manage the dialogue through dialogue games that define and regulate on an abstract level how a dialogue can unfold. These dialogue games are specified in the Dialogue Game Description Language (DGDL) [14, 38] and describe in terms of dialogue acts which types of move are permitted and their allowed order (e.g., a response to a ‘question’ can be an ‘answer’ or another ‘question’). In the Agents United Platform, DGEP has been initialised with models of the abstract structure of coaching (sub)dialogues (for an example see the ‘goal-setting’ dialogue game discussed in [29]). These dialogue games model dialogues in terms of move types that can follow each other while discussing a specific type of topic. Move types can be, for instance, question, answer, argument, counterargument, propose, accept and elaboration. Dialogue games may be different for (sub)topics as we learned from analysing conversations between multiple health professionals and patient-actors (the Patient Consultation Corpus [28]). Upon request by the interaction manager, DGEP will initiate one of these dialogue games, and successively
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6WOOL Dialogue Platform: www.woolplatform.eu
Yarn Spinner: https://yarnspinner.dev/
offer a list of all potential ‘next moves in the game’ for each of the agents in the conversation as well as for the user response options. The abstract moves returned by DGEF need to be filled with content. For example, an abstract ‘propose a new goal’ move requires knowledge of what type of goal is to be proposed, and the words of the utterances (i.e., there are many ways to phrase a proposal for a goal of ‘1000 more steps per day’). Filling in the moves is done by the Dialogue Utterance Generator (DUG). The DUG instantiates the moves with content and filters them based on strategic and other factors. It has two components: argument models (defined using ASPIC+ [21]) and a dictionary. The argument models use inference rules to deduce possible move content (using information from the SKB), and the dictionary then maps these logical representations to utterances. For example, in our use case, the expression set_step_goal(10,000) can be presented to the user as ‘How about we set you a step goal of 10,000 steps?’ or ‘A step goal of 10,000 steps would be really good for you - what do you think?’. Utterances in the dictionary are marked-up with various annotations that can be used to select a suitable phrasing (e.g., to represent delivery styles such as ‘friendly’ or ‘authoritative’; or content such as ‘proposing a goal’ or ‘about step goals’; see Figure 4). The DUG also fills in slots in the utterances with user-specific SKB data (e.g., the user’s name, or the last amount of steps that was measured).

2.6 GRETA & ASAP: Multi-Modal Behaviour Realisers

The setup of the Agents United Platform ensures that conversational content can be delivered via any SAIBA-compliant multi-modal behaviour realiser [13]. Currently, two embodied virtual agent platforms are fully integrated: GRETA [17] and ASAP [37]. In our use case, various agents from both platforms (as also previously shown in Figure 1) delivered the coaching content in an integrated virtual environment, where agents held conversations between each other and the user.

2.6.1 Virtual Embodiments via the GRETA Platform. Of the two virtual agent platforms, GRETA [17] is the most advanced with respect to the autonomous nonverbal behaviour generation that accompanies agents’ utterances. The GRETA agents’ behaviours are driven at three different levels: first, by indicating its communicative intentions using the Function Markup Language FML-APML [16]; second, from a semantic analysis of the agent’s utterance [22]; and third, from the prosody [41]. The interaction manager (Flipper) outputs the communicative intentions. The other two methods then compute automatically where to place a communicative gesture. GRETA relies on the representation of image schemas [7] to compute the shape of a gesture. Such a representation captures the conceptual meaning of a text in terms of objects and actions [7] which are mapped to a physical gesture shape [23]. Having computed the different multi-modal behaviours, GRETA relies on its behaviour scheduler to organise them sequentially [15]. Finally, it uses the notion of Ideational Units [6] to co-articulate gestures within each other [40].

We adapted the open source GRETA platform in two ways, (1) allowing multiple agents in one environment, and (2) importing into Unity, which also allows for integration with ASAP (see Section 3.2).

The inclusion of multiple agents in one environment required agents to be added as independent entities. Therefore, we added a hierarchical structure to GRETA. At the highest level, we added an environment manager that knows about the objects and their location. It can contain various objects, in particular agents. Each agent is controlled by its own ‘CharacterManager’ module that contains its information: the 3D aspect, voice, behaviour lexicons and baseline [15]. Feedback mechanisms ensure the information flow between the components. They allow an agent to know where another agent is located and what it is doing.

Furthermore, we have integrated GRETA within Unity7. The integration was done using a TCP-IP message controller where Unity acts as the server and GRETA as the client. As soon as an animation has been computed within GRETA, it sends it frame by frame to Unity. Such an integration allows for the use of all graphic functionalities of Unity and the behaviour controller of GRETA.

2.6.2 Virtual Embodiments via the ASAP Platform. The other virtual agent platform that we incorporated, ASAP, is a behaviour realiser with a strength for choreographing and realising multi-modal behaviours of multiple agents [34, 35, 37]. It supports visualisation in the Unity game engine [10] and has been developed specifically for adaptive timing and mutual coordination of behaviour between multiple agents and between agent and user [24, 36].

We extended upon ASAP in two ways. Firstly, we integrated the feedback channels from GRETA into standard BML patterns which allows ASAP agents to seamlessly respond to GRETA agents. This is done in almost equally flexible and adaptive ways as was already present for ASAP [36]. Secondly, integration with Unity was extended in a way that allows not only multiple ASAP agents on one device (as was already possible), but even a mix of agents (ASAP and GRETA) embodied on multiple devices. Since this is a novel integration between multiple components in the platform we discuss this in further detail in Section 3.2.

3 Novelty in Integrated Platform

The Agents United Platform seamlessly integrates the previously discussed components. In the following subsections, we highlight

7Unity3D: www.unity.com
some of the innovations that result from and are supported by this integration.

### 3.1 Mixing Structural and Social Models of Conversational Dialog

A first advance of the state-of-the-art by the platform lies in combining expertise, models, and insights from the fields of argumentation and social conversation. In the Agents United Platform, each component in the think layer expands a selected topic into more detailed steps. Ultimately the execution of a single utterance is orchestrated by the interaction manager, which may involve multiple social conversational moves that include turn-taking, back-channelling, and detection of completion or interruption.

The novelty of this integration between components in the system is the way that they work together to move from models of coaching topics and content, to structural models of dialogue to determine the content of successive moves in the conversation, via models of social conversational intents that are needed to deliver a single piece of content, to actual delivery of the content in the form of agent behaviour. By giving the interaction manager the task of choosing among all possible next moves from multiple agents as determined by the dialogue model, the social conversational turn-taking management can be defined by a separate set of rules – that is, separate from the content modelled by the dialogue engines and Topic Selection Engine. This not only allows for specialists to define those respective models and rules (e.g., by letting them focus on dialogue design or social behaviour), but also means that any additional device can be added to serve as an input for user responses or Wizard of Oz commands (e.g., move the dialogue forward).

### 3.2 Multi-Platform Multi-Engine Multi-Device Multi-Agent Setups

A second advance of the state-of-the-art by the platform is that it allows for integrated use of both GRETA and ASAP, two platforms for realising agent behaviour. Agents from both platforms can be included in one Unity scene, but they can also be potentially spread out over any number of devices (as long as these devices support Unity) while remaining part of the same interaction.

All agents in an interaction are driven by one single instance of the multi-agent ASAP planner and realiser, which makes cross-device coordination between agents, user reply interfaces, and Wizard of Oz interfaces possible (see Figure 5). Thanks to the integrated intent planning and the fact that agents have access to information in each other’s feedback channel, the agents of the two engines are aware of each other’s presence in the conversation and are responding to each other; not just verbally, but also in their autonomous social conversational nonverbal cues (e.g., gaze).

### 3.3 Conversations With the Coach-as-a-Sensor

A third novel aspect of the integrated system is the potential to perform measurements and behaviour analysis using the ‘Coach-as-a-Sensor’ concept. Some types of behaviour (such as emotional experiences) are difficult to accurately measure with sensors – especially unobtrusively in an daily life context. The setup of the integrated platform is ideally suited for in-dialogue measurements. While similar to the experience sampling methodology (where users receive notifications for questions), embedding questions in a natural conversation with an agent would make these measurements less obtrusive. The collected information is then stored in the SKB and can be retrieved by the HBAF (e.g., for use in behaviour analysis as in Wohlfahrt-Laymann et al. [39]). Dialogues can be designed specifically with this goal in mind, making use of questions for psycho-social assessment to support more complex analysis of the social and emotional state of users based on the combination of sensor data and self-reports through the Coach-as-a-Sensor.

While conversational systems typically have ways to retrieve and store information about the user as it arises through the interaction, the setup described here offers infrastructure that is geared towards interpreting such data on the sensing layer, closely embedding it in HBAF models and driving new insights.

### 3.4 Tailoring Interaction Strategies & Styles

A fourth aspect that is well supported by the integrated platform is the potential to tailor not just conversational content, but also the underlying interaction strategies and styles. For example, in our health coaching use case, discussing the relevant topics and providing tailored information from a content perspective are important. But the manner in which this content is discussed is also an important factor in keeping the user engaged and motivated to work on their behaviour. Adjusting the underlying coaching strategy (e.g., goal-setting or health education) and style (e.g., authoritative or socratic) is well supported by the integrated platform.

Whether these strategy and style choices are made implicitly (deduced by the system) or explicitly (chosen by the user or discussed between user and coach), the architecture can directly adapt the resulting interaction accordingly. Information on strategy and style can be stored in the SKB and shared between components. The Topic Selection Engine can use this information in its topic selection process and include parameters indicating delivery style preferences in its topic messages. This allows for the dialogue engines to either play the suitable scripts (WOOL) or to take these preferences into account during execution of the abstract dialogue.
games and utterance selection (DAF). Finally, the behaviour realisers are able to generate matching non-verbal behaviour.

4 FUTURE WORK

Given where the platform stands now, new questions arise. In this section we discuss a few directions for future work. A first direction for future work is in the further development of group-aware (semi-)autonomous nonverbal agent behaviours. We already implemented rudimentary automatic conversational gaze behaviour for the agents in the integrated platform. This gaze behaviour takes into account which agent is speaking and whom they are addressing. However, this behaviour does not take into account dialogue content, nor group dynamics including cohesion, leadership, relationship between participants, etc.; it just looks at the activity in the behaviour realiser feedback channels. In future work we could now investigate and further develop the generation of such group social behaviours. This could be in terms of non-verbal behaviour of individual agents in a group context, but also improved turn-taking management between agents.

A second direction would be to improve functionality to support the addition of new agents and content. In the integrated platform, topics are mapped to dialogues and specific agents that fulfil certain roles in those dialogues. Automating this process of casting agents for these roles would make the system more flexible. Future work could therefore focus on the development of a ‘casting director’ component for this purpose. Furthermore, it could investigate ‘import functionality’ for new agents with their own expertise – for example, from other developers through a marketplace. Such imported agents, or updates to content in general do come with their own challenges. You would want the content to be coherent, especially for use over a longer period of time and want to avoid scenarios in which the agent, for example, suddenly gives diametrically opposite advice compared to previous advice.

A third direction for future development would be more fine-grained access authorisation. In the current setup of the platform, all components can access the Shared Knowledge Base. Even though the Holistic Behaviour Analysis Framework already provides a layer of data security by only sending on ‘derived conclusions’ instead of all raw data, not all stored information is relevant for all components. While currently all content and components are added by those developing an application, if a some point it becomes possible to import new content or agents this security will be important. Furthermore, this could also mean that a method for gathering and revising consent – for example, through conversations between the agents and the user – would have to be devised to support access to specific (sensor) data by specific components.

5 RELEASING THE PLATFORM AND FUTURE COMMUNITY BUILDING

The Agents United Platform has been released open source under a LGPL v3.0 license. The platform’s website provides an overview and showcases the platform; the platform’s Git repository hosts the latest release and a demonstrator that showcases a potential application. It also contains documentation for the platform as a whole and its components, and tutorials that explain how to setup and develop your own application using the platform.

To support and coordinate the activities with respect to the platform, such as maintenance, future development, community building and documentation, the Agents United Alliance has been formed. While the website provides more details on the Alliance and the Platform, we will summarise some key points here.

The agenda for further development of the platform is set by members of the Alliance together with the community. Initially, members of the Alliance were the technical partners from the Council of Coaches project. However, since September 2020, two additional parties have already joined to actively contribute to the platform’s development.

Members of the Alliance are committed to actively working on the documentation, tutorials and development of the platform, as well as keeping the platform up to date with new releases of its components. This work is coordinated by the Personalised eHealth Technology programme of the University of Twente and supported by ongoing projects that use the platform or its individual components.

6 CONCLUSION

In this article, we presented the Agents United Platform, an open source platform for multi-agent conversational systems. The platform integrates a set of state-of-the-art components, advancing the capabilities of existing components and introducing several new ones. This offers novel capabilities to the platform as a whole and presents interesting directions for future work.

Furthermore, the platform is not just a topic of research in itself, but it is also a vehicle for research. It facilitates easy setup of new agent applications, which in turn allows researchers and developers to focus their efforts on the areas of interest for their research. They can, for example, develop different kinds of user studies on how agents can influence and inform users. Instead of needing to integrate a multitude of components to get to an application, they can now focus on study specific content, such as sensing, user adaptation, dialogues or agent behaviours.

The viability of the platform has already been shown by uptake not only in student teaching, but also in at least 4 funded research projects that employ the full setup (one on agents and touch, one on multi-modal output generation, one on robots for autism, and one that involves user speech recognition); and by the interest of other research groups to not only use the platform, but actively contribute to the initiative.
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8 Agents United Platform: www.agents-united.org
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